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Abstract Using 2 years of magnetic field measurements from the Swarm constellation, we present a
detailed study of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) and its longitudinal gradient (ΔEEJ). This study represents
for the first time the tidal characteristics derived from the longitudinal gradient of EEJ. Our analysis mainly
focuses on the months around August (133 days centered on 15 August, day of year: 161–293) of 2014 and
2015 when the longitudinal wave number 4 (WN4) pattern is known to be most prominent. The EEJ intensity,
derived from the average of the Swarm A and C current estimates, peaks around 11:30 LT and exhibits a clear
WN4 pattern. These features are compatible with earlier CHAMP observations. The ΔEEJ, which can be
considered as a high-pass filtered result of EEJ, although having much smaller values than the EEJ, exhibits
clearly the local time gradient of the EEJ diurnal variation. This kind of high-pass filtering makes the tidal
signatures in ΔEEJ more prominent. The crests of longitudinal WN4 patterns in ΔEEJ have locations different
from those of EEJ. Prominent tidal components in ΔEEJ during August months are DE3, DW5, SW3, SW4, SW6,
SPW1, SPW2, and SPW4. For a given wave number pattern the westward propagating components are more
amplified inΔEEJ than the eastward ones, which explains their numerous appearance. Using spectral analysis,
we can confirm that the observed amplitude ratios of different tidal components betweenΔEEJ and EEJ are as
expected. Also, the phasedifferences betweenΔEEJ and EEJfit reasonably the theoretical values. Thepreferred
amplification of westward propagating tides in ΔEEJ allows for a more detailed investigation of these
components, which are assumed to be closer related to local electrodynamics processes.

1. Introduction

The equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is a narrow belt of prominent electric current flowing typically eastward in the
dayside E region ionosphere. Due to the relatively low-conducting layers above and below the E region and
the horizontal magnetic field configuration, a significantly enhanced ionospheric conductivity (termed
Cowling conductivity) [Cowling, 1933] can form at the dip equator. The eastward zonal electric field with a
typical value of about 0.5mV/m around noon time [e.g., Fejer et al., 1991] drives the EEJ.

It is well known that the EEJ represents an enhancement of the diurnal variation in the ground geomagnetic
recordings near the magnetic dip equator, which was first identified several decades ago at the Huancayo
geomagnetic observatory in Peru. Since its discovery many studies of the EEJ have investigated the charac-
teristics and the related physical processes, based on ground magnetometer, rocket magnetometer, and
radar observations [e.g., Bartels and Johnston, 1940; Egedal, 1947; Chapman, 1951; Onwumechili, 1967; Fejer
et al., 1975; Forbes, 1981]. Global EEJ studies from low-Earth orbit satellites were conducted with observations
from the Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatories satellites [e.g., Onwumechili and Agu, 1980; Agu and
Onwumechili, 1981]. Subsequently, an EEJ longitudinal profile, limited to the evening local time sector and
the December and March seasons, was obtained from Magsat data [Langel et al., 1993]. Thanks to the launch
of satellites like Ørsted, CHAMP, and SAC-C, high-resolution magnetic field data are obtained for all
longitudes and local times, which provided a good opportunity to improve our understanding of the EEJ
[Jadhav et al., 2002; Ivers et al., 2003; Lühr et al., 2004; Le Mouël et al., 2006; Alken and Maus, 2007]. The recently
launched Swarm constellation with its special orbit configuration [Friis-Christensen et al., 2008] allows us to
further investigate the characteristics of the EEJ.

Due to the great importance of understanding the ionospheric wind dynamo and electrodynamic processes,
the EEJ has drawn significant attention in the past decade. From themagnetic field data of CHAMP the spatial
characteristics of the noon-time EEJ were derived [Lühr et al., 2004]. The EEJ is also a suitable proxy for the
equatorial electric field, and this contributes to otherwise sparsely available E region ionospheric electric field
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measurements [Alken andMaus, 2010; Alken et al., 2013, 2015a]. By analyzing the long-term records of ground-
basedmagnetometers in the Indian and Peruvian sectors, the response of EEJ to geomagnetic storms and sub-
storms is found to depend on themagnitude of the storm, solar activity, season, and longitude [Yamazaki and
Kosch, 2015]. Based on groundmagnetometer data and GPS-TEC data, the importance of EEJ variability for the
day-to-day featuresof theequatorial ionizationanomaly (EIA)over the IndianandBraziliansectorshasbeenstu-
diedbyVenkatesh etal. [2015]. Their results indicate that the integratedEEJ strengthup to thediurnalmaximum
playsavital role for the intensityof theEIA. It is furthermore reported that thequiet timeday-to-dayvariabilityof
the EEJ is dominated by the irregular changes of the equatorial neutral wind at 110 km [Yamazaki et al., 2014].

In recent years particular effort has been devoted to study the longitudinal variations of the EEJ. By averaging
the EEJ peak current density from August 2000 to April 2003 in longitude bins, it was reported that the cur-
rent density of the EEJ exhibits a clear longitudinal dependence, showing three distinct intensity peaks at 90°
W, 45°W, and 100°E [Lühr et al., 2004]. Also, based on CHAMP satellite observations, England et al. [2006]
found that the noontime EEJ around equinoxes exhibits a remarkable wave number 4 (WN4) longitudinal
variation, and they suggested that this longitudinal pattern in the EEJ intensity is related to the diurnal
eastward propagating tidal component, DE3 (for the tidal nomenclature, see section 4). Besides the WN4
longitudinal structure at equinox seasons the empirical climatological model EEJM-1 based on magnetic
observations from the CHAMP, Ørsted, and SAC-C satellites shows, for example, a WN3 structure at
December solstice [Alken andMaus, 2007]. By using the aforementioned EEJM-1model and its second version
EEJM-2 (http://www.geomag.us/models/EEJ.html) the effects of nonmigrating tides on the EEJ have been
investigated [Lühr et al., 2008, 2012]. It is reported that the dominant tidal component for causing EEJ WN4
longitudinal patterns from April to September is DE3, which accounts for about 25% modulation of the total
EEJ intensity. The influence of DE3 is negligible during December solstice. Conversely, DE2 is strongest during
solstice months. Based on 10 years of magnetic field measurements from CHAMP the complete EEJ spectrum
related to solar tides and their annual variation have been presented [Lühr and Manoj, 2013]. They found that
the WN4 structure is also caused partly by the diurnal westward propagating tidal component DW5 around
August, besides the significant contribution of DE3. During December solstice the semidiurnal westward
component SW4 is taking an important role in contributing to the WN2 structures. They also reported that
the semidiurnal tide SW3 causes largest EEJ amplitudes from October to December. Recently Xiong et al.
[2016] examined the longitudinalwavepatterns of the EEJ duringquiet anddisturbedperiods. They found that
even duringmagnetically disturbed periods (Kp> 3) theWN4 pattern of the EEJ can still be clearly recognized
(especially during September equinox), but with lower amplitudes when compared to quiet periods.

In spite of the many studies on EEJ tidal features, to our knowledge no paper exists which reports the tidal
characteristic derived from the EEJ longitudinal gradient. With the recently launched Swarm constellation,
especially the pair Swarm A and C, which fly side-by-side, the longitudinal gradient of EEJ between them
can be calculated. In this study wemake use of the magnetic observations from Swarm A and C to investigate
the characteristics of the EEJ and its longitudinal gradient. A detailed quantitative analysis of tidal amplitude
and phase changes between EEJ and its longitudinal gradient observations is presented. Addressing these
issues provides new insights into the tidal features of the EEJ.

In the next section we will first introduce the Swarm constellation, briefly describe the approach for deriving
the EEJ current density from the Swarm magnetic field data, and present the method of tidal analysis for the
EEJ and its longitudinal gradient. The obtained results are presented in section 3. Then an interpretation of
the tides derived from longitudinal gradients is given in section 4. In section 5 our results are compared
and discussed in the context of previous studies. We summarize the main findings in section 6.

2. Data and Processing Approach
2.1. Swarm Constellation

The Swarm constellation, consisting of three spacecraft, primarily aims to measure the Earth’s magnetic field
and its temporal variation with unprecedented accuracy [Friis-Christensen et al., 2008]. On 22 November 2013
the three spacecraft were launched together into a near-polar orbit (87.5° inclination) with an initial altitude
of about 490 km. After a series of orbit maneuvers the final constellation was achieved on 17 April 2014. Since
then Swarm A and C fly side-by-side at an altitude of about 470 km and with a longitudinal separation of
about 1.4° (about 150 km), which corresponds to about 6min difference in local time. This longitudinal
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separation between Swarm A and C provides a good opportunity to analyze longitudinal gradient character-
istics of the EEJ using near-simultaneous measurements. The third satellite Swarm B has a higher altitude of
about 520 km at a somewhat higher inclination, causing a slow separation of the orbital planes in local time.
Swarm A and C need about 133 days for sampling all local times; for Swarm B it takes about 145 days. The
payload complement of each spacecraft includes an absolute scalar magnetometer (ASM), a vector field mag-
netometer (VFM), an electric field instrument, an accelerometer, and a set of navigation instruments. The data
we primarily utilized are the scalar magnetic field measurements made by the ASM onboard Swarm A and C
from the period of 17 April 2014 to 16 April 2016. Due to the malfunction of the ASM onboard Swarm C since
5 November 2014, the magnetic field magnitude of Swarm C after this period is derived from the measure-
ments of VFM onboard Swarm C. The Level-1b magnetic field products with time resolution of 1Hz (product
identifier: MAGx_LR) are used, which are available at http://earth.esa.int/swarm.

2.2. Derivation of EEJ From Magnetic Data

In this section we will briefly introduce the approach for deriving EEJ current densities from satellite magnetic
field data. A detailed description of the approach has been given in previous publications [e.g., Lühr et al.,
2004; Alken and Maus, 2007; Alken et al., 2015a].

First, a correction is applied to the magnetic field readings to eliminate the diamagnetic effect caused by
pressure gradients in the ambient plasma. The correction formula is given by [Lühr et al., 2003]

ΔB ¼ nk Ti þ Teð Þμ0

B
(1)

where n is electron number density measured by the Langmuir Probe onboard Swarm; k is the Boltzmann
constant; Ti and Te are the ion and electron temperatures, respectively; μ0 is the susceptibility of free space,
and B is the magnitude of the ambient magnetic field measured by the magnetometer. In this study the sum
of ion and electron temperature is assumed to be a constant value of 2500 K at low latitudes and for all day-
time hours. A variation of the temperature has a fairly small influence on the diamagnetic effect. For example,
the change of temperature by 500 K causes a change in ΔB of less than 0.5 nT on average.

After the diamagnetic effect correction, the main, crustal, and magnetospheric fields are removed from the
magnetic data. A core field model [Alken et al., 2015b] to spherical harmonic degree 15 was constructed from
2 years of Swarm data and is subtracted from the ASM measurements. The crustal field contribution is
removed using the MF7 model [Maus et al., 2008], and the external field part of POMME-6 [Lühr and Maus,
2010] is used to remove the magnetospheric fields. Then, the contribution of midlatitude Sq currents, as well
as unmodeled external fields, is filtered out on a track-by-track basis using internal and external spherical har-
monic field parameterizations, resulting in a clean EEJ signal. Finally, we inverted the obtained EEJ signal for
the height-integrated sheet current density by using a model of line currents flowing along lines of constant
quasi-dipole latitude at 110 km altitude in the equatorial E region. Since the EEJ signal is too weak during the
night, because of the diurnal variation of E region ionospheric conductivity, we limit our analysis to the cross-
ings of the magnetic equator from 06:00 to 18:00 LT.

2.3. Processing Approach
2.3.1. Average Intensity and Longitudinal Gradient of EEJ
As already mentioned, Swarm A and C fly side-by-side and probe the ionosphere simultaneously. The mag-
netic fields (and resulting EEJ current densities) observed by the two satellites are generally similar. In order to
determine the characteristics of the EEJ itself, we consider the average value of the EEJ probed by Swarm A
and C. The average EEJ intensity is calculated as

EEJave ¼ EEJA þ EEJC
2

(2)

where EEJA and EEJC are the EEJ peak current densities (on the magnetic equator) in units of mA/m separately
derived from Swarm A and C at nearly the same time and position. EEJave represents the current density at
the midpoint between Swarm A and C, and it is used for analyzing the features of the EEJ.

Although the observations from Swarm A and C are similar, subtle differences still exist between them due to
their longitudinal offset. Taking EEJA observed at an earlier local time as the reference and subtract it from
EEJC, we can obtain the difference of the EEJ in the zonal direction, which is labeled ΔEEJ and calculated as
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ΔEEJ ¼ EEJC � EEJA (3)

Due to the separation of about 1.4° in longitude between Swarm A and C at the equator, the ΔEEJ reflects
features of the EEJ longitudinal gradient. Hereafter we will term this difference (ΔEEJ) as the EEJ longitudinal
gradient per 1.4°. For our study we consider the period from April 2014 to April 2016. When taking the whole
period, a typical value for the root-mean-square (RMS) value ofΔEEJ is 4.4mA/m. In order to reject the outliers
of the differences we discard the data which exceed the RMS value of the data set by more than 2 times.
2.3.2. Analyzing Tidal Signals
As reported in previous publications the amplitudes of the different tidal components in ionospheric and
thermospheric quantities vary with seasons [e.g., Oberheide et al., 2006; Häusler and Lühr, 2009]. In order to
analyze the tidal characteristics of the EEJ and ΔEEJ, we sort EEJave and ΔEEJ into four seasons. For each sea-
son overlapping periods of 133 days, centered on March equinox, June solstice, September equinox, and
December solstice days, are considered to make sure that Swarm A and C samples cover all local time hours
when considering upleg and downleg passes of the satellites. For this study we take only equator crossings
on the dayside into account. For a dedicated determination of the tidal spectral content in ΔEEJ, 133 days
centered on 15 August of the 2 years are additionally selected because the WN4 patterns are most prominent
during this period of time [e.g., Lühr et al., 2012; Xiong and Lühr, 2013]. In the following, we refer to this period
as August months. For each season we bin EEJave and ΔEEJ data into local time (1h) by geographic longitude
(15°) bins. In order to determine the nonmigrating tidal components the longitudinal mean values have been
subtracted hour by hour to suppress the contribution of the migrating tidal components. In this study we
restrict our investigation of the EEJ to dayside hours from 06:00 to 18:00 LT. Due to the limited local time
range, a rigorous application of a two-dimensional Fourier transform cannot be applied to uniquely decom-
pose all tidal components. We thus use a two-step procedure. First, we fit the longitudinal variations of EEJ
and ΔEEJ for every local time hour to a sinusoidal wave function Wm, which is given by

Wm ¼ Am�cos m λ� ϕmð Þ½ � (4)

where Am is the amplitude of the wave with longitudinal wave numberm, λ denotes the longitude, and ϕm is
the phase value reflecting the longitude of the wave maximum. In this study we consider the wave functions
with wave numberm=1, 2, 3, and 4. The involved tidal components can be estimated from the distribution of
amplitudes and phases in a longitude versus local time frame. In particular, the tilt angle of the phase front
and direction (eastward or westward) can be used to identify the dominant tides responsible for the longitu-
dinal pattern. In a second step we fit a set of preselected tidal components, based on a nonlinear least
squares method, to the obtained wave functions from equation (4), separately for each wave number. By
checking the residual patterns we can iterate our selection.

3. Observations

Figure 1 presents the current densities of the EEJ derived from the average of Swarm A and C current
estimates in a longitude versus local time frame separately for the four seasons. In general, the average
EEJ shows similar diurnal variations for the different seasons, with peak values around 11:00–12:00 LT. The
current flows eastward during most of the daytime (09:00–15:00 LT), with maximum amplitudes of about
150mA/m, while westward currents are observed in the early morning and late afternoon hours. The west-
ward current indicates the so-called counter equatorial electrojet. Moreover, the EEJ intensity exhibits some
prominent longitudinal patterns. In particular, the well-known longitudinal WN4 structure can be seen during
June solstice and September equinox seasons. During March equinox it seems that there is a mixture of WN4
and WN3 patterns, while around December solstice the EEJ is dominated by a longitudinal WN3 pattern. In
general, the EEJ longitudinal patterns resemble previous results [e.g., Lühr and Manoj, 2013]. Part of the
differences may be related to the fact that we only consider 2 years of Swarm measurements.

Figure 2 shows the ΔEEJ derived from Swarm A and C in a longitude versus local time frame for different
seasons. Compared with the full EEJ signature from Swarm A and C the amplitudes of ΔEEJ are as expected
much lower. The range of ΔEEJ values is about ±5mA/m, which is about 25 times smaller than that of the EEJ.
In general, ΔEEJ is mainly positive from 06:00 to 11:00 LT and negative values dominate from 12:00 to 18:00
LT, with peak values around 10:00 LT. A positive (negative) value of ΔEEJ denotes an EEJ increases (decrease)
with local time. The ΔEEJ peaks around 10:00 LT are denoting the largest increasing gradient of the EEJ at this
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local time. The negative values of ΔEEJ after 12:00 LT imply that the EEJ in the E region stops to increase
around noon. It is interesting to note that the EEJ at certain times and locations keeps intensifying till
15:00 LT (at 120°W longitude around September equinox). Moreover, the local time versus longitude distribu-
tion of ΔEEJ shows clear longitudinal patterns during all seasons. In contrast to the full EEJ, the ΔEEJ exhibits
some WN4 patterns at all four seasons, especially during June solstice and September equinox.

Earlier studies have revealed the largest tidal amplitudes around the months of August [e.g., Lühr and Manoj,
2013]. In order to demonstrate the tidal effects on the EEJ longitudinal gradient we focus here on this period
of the year. As mentioned before, we select the 133 days centered on 15 August (day of year: 161–293) to
investigate all prominent tidal components. The longitude versus local time distributions of EEJ and ΔEEJ
during the August months are presented in Figure 3. The four wave maxima are well separated during this
period. Compared with Figures 1 and 2, a clearer WN4 pattern can be identified during August months both
in the electrojet intensity and in the gradient. The crests of WN4 pattern for EEJ during this period are located

Figure 2. The same as Figure 1 but for the ΔEEJ.

Figure 1. The local time versus longitude variations of the average EEJ observed by Swarm A and C during four seasons.
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at about �180°, �90°, 0°, and 90° in
longitude. While for the WN4 crests
in ΔEEJ they appear at about �120°,
�15°, 75°, and 165°.

For the determination of the nonmi-
grating tidal signals of ΔEEJ we first
subtract the longitudinal mean value
hour by hour, in order to suppress the
migrating tides. The longitudinal
mean-free ΔEEJ variations are shown
in a local time versus longitude frame
in Figure 4a. In a next step we try to
remove the effect of the diurnal var-
iation of the E layer conductivity
represented by the function

cos π
12 LT� 12:5ð Þ� �� �1=2

as suggested

by Lühr et al. [2008]. The ΔEEJ values
normalized to the peak conductivity
at 12:30 LT are presented in Figure 4
b. It should be noted that we trun-

cated the LT range from 08:00 to 17:00 LT, in order to avoid too strong modification of the observations by
the scaling function. A WN4 pattern can clearly be seen in Figures 4a and 4b. In addition, a westward propa-
gating longitudinal pattern is also evident. This implies that a significant amount of interference takes place
between different tidal components. In order to obtain detailed information of the various tidal signals in the
mean-free ΔEEJ we apply the method described in section 2. First, we filter by applying equation (4) to each
local time hour bin and obtain the first four wave number patterns, namely, WN1 to WN4. The obtained pat-
tern for WN4 is presented in Figure 4c. Figure 5 shows the longitude versus local timedistributions of theWN1
andWN2patterns. It should bementioned that thewave amplitude forWN3 is not shown here, as no coherent
signal isobtained. The resultsprovideagoodoverviewof the tidalwavecontentpresent inΔEEJ. FromFigure4c

Figure 3. The local time versus longitude variations of the EEJ and ΔEEJ
observed by Swarm A and C around August months of 2014 and 2015.

Figure 4. The local time versus longitude variations of (a) mean-free ΔEEJ, (b) mean-free ΔEEJ after removing the effect of
the changing E layer conductivity, (c) the WN4 pattern, and (d) the residuals of WN4 pattern after fitting the tidal compo-
nents DE3, DW5, SW6, and SPW4 during August months of 2014 and 2015. The black dashed lines in Figure 4c indicate the
phase propagation of DW5 and SPW4.
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we see that WN4 exhibits amplitudes of about 2mA/m. It is interesting to note that during themorning hours,
up to 10:00 LT, the WN4 phase shifts westward by about 7.5° in longitude within 2 h of local time, which
matches the tilt angle of DW5. From 11:00 to 17:00 LT the wave crests stay at the same longitude resembling
SPW4 during that part of the day. The expected phase shifts for DW5 and SPW4 are indicated by dashed black
lines in Figure 4c. Depicted in Figure 5a is the WN1 pattern of the mean-free ΔEEJ, which is dominated by
westward tilted features. The peak value of the WN1 pattern amplitude is about 1mA/m. It is evident that
the WN1 pattern propagates westward about 180° in longitude within 6 h of local time. This tilt angle agrees
with the phase shift of the SW3 tidal component, as indicated by the black dashed line in Figure 5a. This
suggests SW3 to be the main contributor to the observed westward WN1 pattern in ΔEEJ. When looking at
the WN2 pattern, as shown in Figure 5c, the maximum value of the WN2 pattern amplitude amounts also
to about 1mA/m between 13:00 and 17:00 LT. It can be seen that the WN2 pattern propagates westward
by about 90° in longitude within 6 h in local time, which is in line with the phase propagation of SW4, as
indicated by the black dashed line in Figure 5c. This tilt angle of phase front demonstrates the dominance
of the SW4 tidal component in WN2 structure during the afternoon hours. In contrast, no clear tidal phase
pattern is observed during the hours around 12:00 LT.

4. Interpretation of the Tidal Signatures in ΔEEJ
As mentioned above, the longitudinal patterns of EEJ and ΔEEJ can be caused by different tidal components.
From the perspective of an observer on the Earth surface the tidal modulation of the EEJ in universal time (UT)
frame can be expressed by an expansion of harmonic terms [e.g., Forbes et al., 2006; Häusler and Lühr, 2009]

EEJ ¼
X
n;s

An;s�cos nΩt þ sλ� ϕn;s

� �
(5)

where t is the universal time;Ω is the rotation rate of the Earth Ω ¼ 2π
24 h

� �
; λ is the longitude, n (n= 1, 2, 3,…)

is the harmonic of a solar day, diurnal tides are n= 1, semidiurnal tides are n=2; and s is the zonal wave num-
ber in UT frame. For westward propagating tides s is positive and negative for eastward. An,s is the amplitude,
and ϕn,s is the phase in units of radians, which can be regarded as the UT time at which the wave maximum
passes the zero-degree longitude. In order to label various tidal components, we use the convention where
the first letter D (S) denotes the diurnal (semidiurnal) tides, the second letter E (W) stands for eastward
(westward) tides, and the last number is for the zonal wave number. The stationary planetary wave
(for n=0) is labeled SPWs, where s is the zonal wave number.

Figure 5. The local time versus longitude variations of (a) WN1 pattern, (b) signals of SW3 and SPW1, (c) WN2 pattern, and
(d) signals of SW4 and SPW2 during August months of 2014 and 2015. The black dashed lines in Figures 5a and 5c indicate
the phase propagation of SW3 and SW4, respectively.
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The signal of ΔEEJ represents the derivative of the EEJ longitudinal variation. According to equation (5) the
ΔEEJ can therefore be described as

ΔEEJ ¼ �
X
n;s

An;s�s�Δλ�sin nΩt þ sλ� ϕn;s

� �
(6)

where Δλ is the 1.4°, the longitudinal separation between Swarm A and C. Near-polar-orbiting satellites sam-
ple the EEJ at almost fixed local time. When expressing the tidal signatures in a local time frame equation (5)
becomes

EEJ ¼
X
n;s

An;s�cos nΩtLT þ s� nð Þλ� ϕn;s

� �
(7)

where tLT (tLT = t+ λ/Ω) is the local time, |s� n| is the longitudinal wave number of tides in the longitude
versus local time frame, and ϕn,s is the tidal phase. Similarly, in the local time frame equation (6) becomes

ΔEEJ ¼�
X
n;s

An;s�s�Δλ�sin nΩtLT þ s� nð Þλ� ϕn;s

� �
(8)

For eastward tides (s< 0), equation (8) can be written as

ΔEEJ ¼
X
n;s

An;s� sj j�Δλ�cos nΩtLT þ s� nð Þλ� ϕn;s �
π
2

� �
(9)

While for westward tides (s> 0), equation (8) can be written as

ΔEEJ ¼
X
n;s

An;s�s�Δλ�cos nΩtLT þ s� nð Þλ� ϕn;s þ
π
2

� �
(10)

Comparing equation (7) with equations (9) and (10), the differences in amplitude and phase for the various
tidal components between EEJ and ΔEEJ can be estimated. First, we can see that the amplitude ratio of
ΔEEJ to EEJ is |s| �Δλ, which is proportional to the wave numbers and also related to the separation in long-
itude (here Δλ is 1.4° in longitude). When decomposing a given wave number pattern in local time frame the
westward components have larger s values than the eastward. For example, the diurnal tides DW5 and DE3
contribute both to the WN4 longitudinal pattern. Thus, the westward components are more amplified than
eastward ones in ΔEEJ. On the other hand, the phases of tidal components are different in ΔEEJ from EEJ.

For westward components in ΔEEJ the phases are earlier than those of EEJ with the value of π
2nΩ ¼ 6

n in local

time hours. However, for eastward components the phases are later by the same value of 6
n. Therefore, for

westward diurnal components the phases appear 6 h earlier in ΔEEJ, 3 h earlier for westward semidiurnal
tides, 6 h later for eastward diurnal components, and so on. For planetary waves (n= 0) the phase shifts of
ΔEEJ will lead to π

2s (radians) in longitude. Taking the component SPW4 as an example the phase of ΔEEJ will
lead that of the EEJ by 22.5° in longitude. The tidal phase changes result in the different locations of wave
maxima between EEJ and ΔEEJ.

For a quantitative analysis of amplitudes and phases of the various tidal components in the EEJ and ΔEEJ, we
fitted the dominant tidal components estimated from the tilt angles of phase fronts in Figures 4 and 5 of the
WN1, WN2, and WN4 patterns. The choice of selected tidal components is confirmed by checking the resi-
duals. Taking WN4 as an example, the residuals of the WN4 pattern after fitting the tidal components of
DE3, DW5, SW6, and SPW4 are small and scatter randomly. The amplitudes and phases of all considered tides
derived for EEJ and ΔEEJ are listed in Table 1. Additionally, the observed and theoretically expected ampli-
tude ratios and phase delays between EEJ and ΔEEJ for the considered tidal components are presented in
Table 1. It has to be noted that a negative phase delay represents phase lead. From the numbers listed in
Table 1 it can be seen that generally, the observations agree well with the expected results. For signals of
SW3 and SPW1 components, which contribute to the WN1 pattern, the amplitude ratios are in good agree-
ment with the theoretical values. For completeness the signals of SW3 and SPW1 are presented in Figure 5
b. For theWN2 pattern the amplitude ratio and the phase lead of SPW2 from observations are well in line with
their expectation values. In spite of the larger phase lead of SW4 than expected, its amplitude ratio matches
well the theoretical value. The phase lead of SW4 is off by about 0.9 h, which may be caused by the compli-
cated structure of WN2 during 08:00–09:00 LT, as depicted in Figure 5c. The signals of SW4 and SPW2 are
shown in Figure 5d. The tidal components DE3, DW5, SW6, and SPW4 contribute to the WN4 structure of
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ΔEEJ. For SPW4 the phase lead and amplitude ratio fits well the expectation. In general, all the observed
amplitudes and phase differences for the other tides contributing to WN4 are in reasonable agreement with
their theoretical values (see Table 1).

5. Discussion
5.1. The Features of the EEJ and Its Local Time Gradient Observed by Swarm

In this paper we present the first comprehensive report on EEJ and its longitudinal gradient variations
observed by Swarm A and C. For completeness Figure 6 (top) shows for August months the local time varia-
tions of the EEJ averaged over all longitudes. It can be seen that the longitudinally averaged EEJ peaks at
about 80mA/m around 11:00 LT. These values are fully compatible with those obtained about 10 years earlier
by CHAMP [e.g., Lühr et al., 2008] and with those derived from the EEJM-1 model [Alken and Maus, 2007],
when considering the season and the average solar flux level (F10.7 = 123 solar flux unit). From Figure 6 we
see that the EEJ intensity rises steeply between 08:00 and 11:00 LT and decreases gradually thereafter.
During the morning hours both the eastward electric field and the conductivity rise. Around 11:00 LT the E

field has reached its peak value while
the conductivity continues to rise
until afternoon. This difference in
phasing is the reason for the slower
EEJ decay in the afternoon.

Figure 6 (bottom) shows the average
of the EEJ longitudinal gradient,
representing the local time change
rate. A smooth curve (in blue), based
on the first four harmonics of a day,
has been fitted to the observations.
The amplitudes of the harmonics,
including the constant, semidiurnal,
terdiurnal, and quarter diurnal terms,
are also listed in Figure 6. It should be
mentioned that the diurnal term can-
not be computed because we have
data only for 12 local time hours.
The differences between Swarm C
and A confirm well the rapid rise of
the EEJ during prenoon hours with
steepest gradient around 10:00 LT.
The zero crossing at 12:00 LT marks
the start of EEJ decline. The minor
peak around 15:30 LT can be related

Table 1. The Decomposed Amplitudes and Phases of Prominent Tidal Components From the EEJ and ΔEEJa

Tides

EEJ ΔEEJ Observation Expectation

Amp. (mA/m) Phase Amp. (mA/m) Phase Amp. Ratio Phase Delay Amp. Ratio Phase Delay

DE3 16.39 11.80 h 1.07 19.14 h 0.066 7.34 h 0.073 6 h
DW5 21.94 11.11 h 2.00 5.52 h 0.091 �5.59 h 0.122 �6 h
SW6 7.57 5.51 h 0.80 2.90 h 0.106 �2.61 h 0.146 �3 h
SPW4 14.01 29.88° 1.38 6.27° 0.098 �23.61° 0.098 �22.5°
SW4 6.43 9.03 h 0.61 5.13 h 0.094 �3.90 h 0.098 �3 h
SPW2 12.43 78.96° 0.51 34.01° 0.041 �44.95° 0.049 �45°
SW3 11.27 13.31 h 0.87 9.69 h 0.077 �3.62 h 0.073 �3 h
SPW1 16.87 210.26° 0.33 116.58° 0.020 �93.68° 0.025 �90°

aIn addition, amplitude ratios and phase delays of tides are compared between the observation and expectation.

Figure 6. The local time variations of longitudinal average of EEJ and ΔEEJ
for August months (red curves). The fitting local time variations based on
the first four harmonics are depicted as blue curves. The blue text indicates
the fitted amplitudes (in units of mA/m) of the first four harmonics.
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to the effect of the SW3 tide (see next section). In spite of the small amplitudes all the features derived from
the differences seem to be reliable.

One issue to be discussed is the reliability of the presented results, in particular those derived from the differ-
ence between SwarmA and C. It is known that the EEJ exhibits a considerable amount of day-to-day variability.
For that reason the standard deviation of the bin averages shown in Figure 3 reaches about 50% of the mean
value for the EEJ and about 80% for theΔEEJ.More important for this study is theuncertainty of themeanvalue,
which is derived by dividing the standard deviation by the square root of independent EEJ readings contribut-
ing to abin average. By this procedureweobtain uncertainties of about 6% for EEJ results, and for theΔEEJ data
the uncertainty is generally smaller than 0.6mA/m. These values show that it is not justified to extend the tidal
analysis to components beyond the ones presented in Table 1,which are expected to have smaller amplitudes.

For the longitudinal and local time distribution of the EEJ from Swarm A/C around August months (see
Figure 3, top), the observations show a clear WN4 pattern having wave maxima centered at about �180°,
�90°, 0°, and 90° in longitude. The maxima over South America and Indonesia are stronger. These features
are in good agreement with the results from CHAMP [see Lühr et al., 2012, Figure 2]. The similar results from
the two independent missions support the inference that these are persistent features of the EEJ. The WN4
patterns of EEJ have been reported before [e.g., England et al., 2006; Lühr et al., 2012], which can be attributed
to the upward propagation of tidal components, such as DE3 from the lower atmosphere to the upper atmo-
sphere, either by direct propagation or through the E region wind coupling mechanism [e.g.,Wu et al., 2012].
It is reported that the latent heat released from deep convection in the tropical troposphere is the main
source of DE3 tides [Hagan and Forbes, 2002], which results in the WN4 patterns of ionospheric quantities
at low and equatorial latitudes.

5.2. Tidal Characteristic of ΔEEJ

In this study we go one step further than just interpreting the tidal features of EEJ modulation. By considering
for the first time the longitudinal gradient of the electrojet intensity, additional information can be derived.
An obvious effect of the difference is the amplification of tides with larger wave numbers. Some important
tidal components become visible in theΔEEJ data without special treatment (see Figures 4 and 5). From these
figures it becomes clear why there is prominent EEJ activity even in the afternoon over the Pacific Ocean
(west of 90°W). It is just the constructive interference between the DE3 and SW3 tides.

Many studies have stressed the dominance of the DE3 tide in modulating the EEJ. Besides the dominant DE3
component, Lühr and Manoj [2013] reported that the DW5 component is also strong surmounting other diur-
nal nonmigrating tidal components during August months (see their Figure 5). Here we obtain a somewhat
different picture. As outlined in section 4 the westward propagating tides are preferably enhanced in ΔEEJ
data. Therefore, the role of DW5 becomes rather clear here. From the angle of phase propagation in
Figure 4c we see that DW5 signatures dominate WN4 pattern during morning hours up to 10:00 LT. During
later hours the WN4 wavefronts fit more to SPW4. The presence of SPW4 has been explained by Hagan
et al. [2009] as an interference product between the diurnal migrating tide DW1 and the nonmigrating
DE3. The change in wavefront tilt obvious in Figure 4c is a consequence of constructive and destructive inter-
ferences of different tidal components. A good representation of the observed WN4 in ΔEEJ could only be
achieved by including the tidal components DE3, DW5, SW6, and SPW4. From Table 1 we can see that DE3
and SPW4 have comparable amplitudes in the EEJ, while in ΔEEJ the SPW4 is more strongly amplified. The
SW6 is not so important in EEJ but largely amplified in ΔEEJ.

A change in wavefront orientation is also observed in the WN2 pattern before noon (see Figure 5c). A clear
longitudinal pattern fitting SW4 emerges in the afternoon hours. In order to get a reasonable fit for all hours
we had to introduce the planetary wave SPW2. As can be seen from Table 1, both tidal components are of
comparable importance in ΔEEJ.

The prominent WN1 pattern in Figure 5a can be related over the whole day to the SW3 tide. The SW3 seems
to be a tidal component rather common in the ionosphere. Lühr et al. [2012] had identified it as the dominat-
ing tide in vertical plasma drift during August months at day time (see their Table 1). This clearly suggests a
generation mechanism at E layer level. Xiong and Lühr [2013] reported about the SW3 signature in the low-
latitude F region electron density and found a strong dependence on solar EUV flux level. This indicates that
SW3 prefers the denser ionosphere and thermosphere, i.e., times of closer coupling between ion and neutral
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dynamics. Also, Lühr and Manoj [2013] confirmed the dependence of SW3 on solar activity in their EEJ study.
This tide seems to be closely related to the electrodynamics of the ionosphere. The ΔEEJ signal may be
particularly suitable for studying it in more detail.

It is interesting to note that no coherent tidal signal could be observed in the ΔEEJ WN3 pattern. This means
that the eastward propagating tide DE2 must have been quite weak during the considered months. DE2 is
also thought to be excited by deep tropospheric convection, but peaking mainly during solstice months.
The low wave number furthermore does not help to make it more visible in ΔEEJ.

By jointly interpreting EEJ and its longitudinal gradient the tidal characteristics in the EEJ become much
clearer. As more data become available from the Swarm mission this approach should be applied to all
seasons with special emphasis on westward propagating tides.

6. Summary

We have presented for the first time a detailed investigation of the EEJ derived from the Swarm constellation.
The EEJ signals presented here are derived from themagnetic field measured by Swarm A and C. Of particular
interest in the presented study are the tidal characteristics of the EEJ longitudinal gradient (ΔEEJ), which have
not been addressed before. Our major findings are outlined as follows:

1. The EEJ signals derived from Swarm A and C are fully compatible with those obtained by CHAMP. We find
that the EEJ peaks around 11:00 LT with maximum amplitudes of about 150mA/m, and it decreases gra-
dually thereafter. A clear longitudinal WN4 pattern is exhibited during August months, showing crests
centered at about �180°, �90°, 0°, and 90° in longitude.

2. Compared with the full EEJ signature, the ΔEEJ over a distance of 1.4° in longitude is much smaller exhi-
biting values in the range of ±5mA/m. The ΔEEJ value rises steeply between 07:00 and 09:00 LT reaching
its maximum value around 10:00 LT. Around 12:00 LT it switches sign from positive to negative. In spite of
its small amplitudes, the ΔEEJ confirms well the diurnal variations of EEJ.

3. In a local time versus longitude frame the ΔEEJ during August months shows a clear WN4 pattern with the
crests centered at about�120°,�15°, 75°, and 165°. In contrast to the EEJ, obvious westward propagating
features are revealed in the ΔEEJ. It is found that SW3, SW4, SW6, DW5, DE3, SPW1, SPW2, and SPW4 tidal
components take important roles in constituting the ΔEEJ longitudinal pattern.

4. A detailed quantitative analysis of tidal amplitude and phase changes between EEJ and ΔEEJ observations
is presented. The amplitude ratio of various tidal components between ΔEEJ and EEJ is proportional to the
zonal wave number, which demonstrates that for a given wave number pattern the westward propagat-
ing components are more amplified than eastward ones in ΔEEJ.

5. The phase changes between ΔEEJ and EEJ have an inverse proportionality to the harmonic of a solar day.
For the westward tidal components the phases are earlier in ΔEEJ than in EEJ, while later for the eastward
ones. The different locations of longitudinal wave maxima between EEJ and ΔEEJ are related to the tidal
phase changes.

In conclusion we can state that the interpretation of the EEJ longitudinal gradient provides new opportunities
for investigating the westward propagating tides. Thesemay provide new clues about the electrodynamics of
the ionosphere.
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